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Sign in with your Amazon credentials and easily pay with the address and payment information stored in your Amazon account. 10% Discount 6% Off 10% Off Harry Long - 110 Ireland's Best Tin Whistle Tunes Vol 2 Book with CD Books n'Books NOOK Textbooks No and YA Children's Toy Games &amp; Collectibles Stationery &amp;
Gifts Movies &amp; TV Music Sale (Book and Accompaniment CD Sold Separately or Available as Set) This collection has been compiled by Whistle Player/Teacher Claire McKenna, and includes 110 Melodies! The melodies are specially arranged for diepipe and include guitar chords as well as pipe fingers under each note (on the
beginner's melodies), notes and ornamentation. Melodies in this book are meant to play on a D-pipe. The melodies are divided into three categories: beginners, improvers and advanced ones. We recommend that you read notes to use this book correctly. Although it contains a finger chart and some ornamentation basics, it is not a
tutorial. This book is not intended as a tutorial! It has no fingering charts, or music reading lessons. It is an excellent book for someone who can already read music. Book/CD Sets in the Ireland's Best Series: - Slow Airs - Session Tunes - Session Tunes, Vol. 2 - Tin Whistle Tunes - Polkas &amp; Slides - Fiddle Tunes The Two CD Set
contains all the melodies from the book (book and CD can be purchased separately or together below) Ireland's best Tinwhistle Tunes Everything you need to know about the Irish tin pipe, from playing your first notes and melodies to advanced solos. Fully-made melodies for instant reproduction. A wide selection of over 99 great melodies
specially selected to demonstrate techniques and playing styles. Companion double CD included. Shetland's sensational violin band consists of four dynamic violinists, guitar, bass, keyboards and clarsach, creating an exhilarating sound. We are here on an absolute winner. A high quality padded low-whistle bag with ... Zipper top, black
binding sewn on the exterior to protect seams. With sewn black shoulder strap and distinctive maroon day. Dimensions 71cm x 11cm approx. The Fred Kelly Poly Freedom Pick is a new innovation in finger pick design and is ideal for guitar and especially Frailing and Clawhammer Banjo. Geraldine Cotter, an outstanding performer and
teacher of the Irish Tin Whistle, has produced a truly complete tutor that incorporates all the important aspects of the instrument. A section of 100 traditional melodies also makes this book an important book for every musician. There is a 'demo' and a 'Tunes' C.D. available to accompany this book. The Instant Tin Whistle series is
designed to increase the initial enthusiasm experienced the first time you play the instrument, and has been carefully designed to significantly increase your chances of success. Choose the book - Folk, Popular, Irish or Scottish - where you know most of the melodies. Each book contains 26 well-known melodies with a single note, which
is shown by a special, easy-to-learn pipe tablature as well as a conventional notation. The lessons are realistic and standil The Instant Tin Whistle series is designed to promote the initial wave of enthusiasm you can experience when you first play the instrument, and has been carefully designed to significantly increase your chances of
success. Choose the book - Folk, Popular, Irish or Scottish - where you know most of the melodies. Each book contains 26 well-known melodies with each individual note, which is shown by a special, easy-to-learn pipe tablature as well as conventional notation. The lessons are realistic and steadil The Saltarelle 'Nuage' is in a world class
in itself, the Nuage has been at the front of the accordion world for over twenty years. The flagship model of Saltarelles excellent Sterling Collection ... It is the two-row, 23-key and three-part accordion with powerful reeds and exceptional speed, supported by its flat keyboard. Three high-altitude voices with three height stops, which allow
five different sounds and also two bass endstops. More details can be found below ... The Instant Tin Whistle series is designed to feed the initial excitement you can experience when you first play the instrument, and has been carefully designed to significantly increase your chances of success. Choose the book - Folk, Popular, Irish or
Scottish - where you know most of the melodies. Each book contains 26 well-known melodies with each individual note, which is shown by a special, easy-to-learn pipe tablature as well as conventional notation. The lessons are realistic and stable 75 great Irish songs, from folk songs to tin pan favorites for piano, vocals and guitar.
Includes Danny Boy, The Irish Washerwoman, Jug Of Punch, Molly Malone and more. © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries
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